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How Are Unique Antibodies Made?
How can we make “Trillions” of Different Antibodies?

How Are Unique Antibodies Made? How Is Recognition Established?
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The Immunoglobin Coding for Protein Recognition is a Complex But Elegant Diversity
of Genetic Recombination of Light and Heavy Gene Segments
VIDEO: https://youtu.be/C44LZoF96IA

Here are 51 V, 27 D and 6 J gene segments to be recombined
yielding 8262 different combinations PLUS P and N additions
provides even more variability.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTsGNUUwpuM

Base Pair spacing of 12 or 23 recombination signal
sequences between the heptamer (7 bp) and
nonamer (9 bp) base pair sequences provides for
one turn or two turns, resp., of the DNA helix; one
turn can join two turns; but not one‐one or two‐two
combinations.

How Are Diverse Antibodies Created?
Our DNA has immunoglobulin genomes that are structured as V
(variable), D (diversity) and J (Joining) segments off a “constant
region” (C) array of segments. There are 51 V segments, 27 D
segments and 6 J gene segments.
Heavy chain has V‐D‐J // Light Chain has only V and J domains
The first somatic recombination upon exposure to an antigen is
via a D‐J rearrangement which is dependent upon RAG1
(recombinant associate gene 1) and RAG2. TDT (terminal deoxy‐
nucleotide transferase) is also involved.
Then following a V‐D‐J rearrangement as LH‐Vn‐Dn‐Jn‐C‐AAA
combination is RNA transcription  mRNA protein
The new attenuated gene link is transcribed into RNA  mRNA
 protein translation. This yields:
Light chain (IgL) and Heavy chain (IgH) and constant region IgM‐
type or IgO
Here the Heavy chain is “inside” and Light chain “outside”
and the constant region as the “stalk”
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How Are Diverse Antibodies Created?
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B cell development begins from a somatic (hematopoietic) stem cell (HSC) in the bone marrow (BM). It moves to the
lymph nodes where it matures and learns through antigen presentation.
Stromatal cells (SC) in the vascular niche of the BM take the
immature Pre‐Pro B cell (expressing CD45R on the surface)
exposing them to C‐Kit, VCAM‐1, VLA4 and CXCL‐12
chemokine receptors. DH and JH gene heavy chain
recombination begins here.
It moves to the lymph nodes where it matures (Early Pro B
cell) and learns through antigen presentation. IL‐7 and IL‐
7R interaction allow for the VH‐DHJH development and to an
immature B cell (CD25 surface) with B cell receptors.
IL‐7 acts via the IL‐7R JAK mediator JAK‐PO4 and STAT
signaling for transcription N‐myc/C‐myc B cell proliferation
plus STAT‐PO4/E2A  EBF1  and EBF1 helping DJH and
EBF1  Pax5 for VH‐ DJH translation.
RAG1 and RAG2 aid in the splicing using the
one turn‐two turn joining method.

RAG1 and RAG2 Facilitate Recombinations: One turn‐Two turn Joining V‐J in Heavy Chains
I.

The Formation of a unique V‐J string begins
with RAG1 and RAG 2 orientation and cap
recognition (1 turn or two turn match‐up).

II. B thru D: Orientation, rotation, cap
uncoupling and double stranded DNA break to
allow rejoining is resolved with XRCC4/DNA‐
PK/Artemis/ KU70/80 recoupling.
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III. E. Multiple germ line gene segments provides
8262 combinations.
IV. Junction formation adds diversity

D

E

V. P and N nucleotide cap additions adds more
diversity.
VI. Lastly, somatic hypermutation occurs adding
yet another layer of uniqueness.
Video: https://youtu.be/C44LZoF96IA

PLUS P and N additions
provides even more variability.
Thence,  RNA transcription

Immunoglobulin Diversity: We Can Recognize Trillions of Antigens – How?
Just on the Light and Heavy Chains we can see 2 M+ so where are the trillions?
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The Light and Heavy Chains:
Predicted Immunologic Diversity is 1013
Where do we get the expansive diversity?
Adding in the P and N nucleotide additions
will add to junctional diversity.
With junctional diversity: 107

Est. B cell Diversity: 1013
Some recombination motifs do not fold or are
nonsensical and are not functional but overall
the expanse is 1012 plus.

Immunoglobulin Diversity: We Can Recognize Trillions of Antigens – How?
We do so without displacing all the other blood elements like hemoglobin, platelets and red blood cells.
There are actually three pieces of genome that help
encode antibodies on B cells: two chromosomes give 38
kappa chain locus (38V‐5J) on one chromosome and 30
lambda light chain locus (30V‐4J) on the other
chromosome, and the heavy chain locus (40V‐23D‐6J).
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DNA mapping of the Leader (L) then V, D and J segments

• In the Lambda chain the 4J regions are separated by C
regions and each C region is kept with the selected J
region while in Kappa the 5J segments share one C
region to be used.
Once a B cell commits to the selection of the H:V‐D‐J/L:V‐J
segments then the other segments of DNA are lost and the
B cell is locked as it makes the one combinatorial antibody.
Termed: somatic recombination to the germ line.

Kappa and lambda are just
different origins as we have two
sets of chromosomes – thus
diversity is added by having
either kappa or lambda

T Cell Receptors (TCR) and Their Genomic Diversity
Very Similar to B Cell But Some Differences: α and β Chain Loci
Similar to B Cells there are V regions and J regions:
Alpha loci have 70‐80 V and 61 J sequences
Beta loci have 52 V and one D with 6J J and a second D with 7 J
with the two domains separated by a constant region and
terminating with a second constant region.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vykxTeQDu4E
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T Cell Receptors (TCR) and Their Genomic Diversity
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Very Similar to B Cell But Some Differences: α and β Chain Loci
Similar to B Cells there are V regions and J regions:
Alpha loci have 70‐80 V and 61 J sequences
Beta loci have 52 V and one D with 6J J and a second D with 7 J
with the two domains separated by a constant region and
terminating with a second constant region.
Adding in the P and N nucleotide additions add to junctional
diversity.
The number of V gene pairs gives T cells 6 x 106 pairs

With junctional diversity: 1015
TOTAL Diversity: 1018
Tolerating frameshift mutations in T cells (rare in B cells) allows 1018 diversity …many are non‐functional and do
not fold properly and then there is the risk of self (autoimmunity is possible.
We rely heavily on a reliable adaptive immune function and the other mechanisms are not as important.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vykxTeQDu4E

The Spike Impairs DNA Damage Repair and Inhibits T and B‐cell Immunity
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COVID‐19 infections could provide free Spike Protein to interfere with V(D)J Recombination
DNA damage repair, especially non‐homologous end joining (NHEJ)
repair, is essential for V(D)J recombination, which lies at the core of
B and T cell immunity.
Clinical studies have indicated that patients with severe COVID–19
exhibit delayed and weak adaptive immune responses; however,
the mechanism by which SARS–CoV–2 impedes adaptive immunity
remains unclear.
Using an in vitro cell line, this study claims that the SARS–CoV–2
spike protein significantly inhibits DNA damage repair, which is
required for effective V(D)J recombination in adaptive immunity.
Mechanistically, they found that the spike protein localizes in the
nucleus and inhibits DNA damage repair by impeding key DNA
repair protein BRCA1 and 53BP1 recruitment to the damage site.
The findings reveal a potential molecular mechanism by which the
spike protein might impede adaptive immunity and underscore the
potential side effects of full‐length spike‐based vaccines (aka, full
mRNA coding of the spike, vs just the RBD) could backfire.

KNOWN: Spike protein impairs V(D)J recombination in vitro.
(A) Schematic of the V(D)J reporter system. Diminution of a
GFP insert at the 12RSS ‐ 23RSS joining V(D)J recombination
(B) Representative plots of flow cytometry show the SARS‐
CoV‐2 spike protein impedes V(D)J recombination in vitro.
(see shift to lower rt box)
(C) PLOTTED: Quantitative analysis of relative V(D)J
recombination shows less in BOX 3 (upper rt) The values
mean ±SD, n=3. Student’s t‐test P<0.0001.

https://www.mdpi.com/1999‐
4915/13/10/2056/htm?fbclid=IwAR1f7Z2ZhccstLcqnCtcauwG7iXN8DKCY7uv05GGXvRByWK325lITXuMmd4

Spike Impairs DNA Damage Repair In Vitro Inhibiting T and B‐cell V(D)J Assembly
COVID‐19 infections could provide free Spike Protein to interfere with V(D)J Recombination
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The spike protein can localize to the nucleus (Importin IMP α/β nuclear pore) and inhibit DNA damage repair by
impeding key DNA repair protein BRCA1 and 53BP1 recruitment to the damage site. This can also be in adaptive
immune cells (pro‐B and proT cell). Our findings reveal a potential molecular mechanism by which the spike protein
might impede adaptive immunity and underscore the potential side effects of full‐length spike‐based vaccines (aka,
full mRNA coding of the spike, vs just the RBD) could backfire and lead to poor adaptive responses.
Figure. Effect of severe acute respiratory syndrome SARS–CoV–2
nuclear‐localized proteins on DNA damage repair using GFP‐
labeled recombination motifs.
(A). not shown)

(B). Schematic of the EJ5‐GFP reporter used to monitor
non‐homologous end joining (NHEJ) efficiencies
(C). Effect of empty vector (E.V) and SARS–CoV–2 proteins
on NHEJ DNA repair.
(D). Schematic of the DR‐GFP reported used to monitor
homologous recombination (HR) efficiencies.
(E). Effect of E.V. and SARS‐CoV‐2 proteins on HR DNA
repair. Red arrows show Spike protein DNA repair
depression
https://www.mdpi.com/1999‐4915/13/10/2056/htm

(C & E): Flow FACS analysis tests mean of 3 ±SD; one way ANOVA;
** p<0.01; *** P<0.001; **** p< 0.0001.

